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**Background Information:**

1. Does this research need address a gap(s) in a current or planned standard? (ex.: Field identification system for on scene opioid detection and confirmation)

   The use of broken glass as physical evidence is well established in the criminal justice system, as it is commonly left behind in the form of trace material in kidnappings, robberies, assaults and hit and run cases. Consensus-based standards, research studies, and peer-reviewed literature have laid the foundations of the discipline, particularly for the analysis and conclusions regarding source/class attribution. Nonetheless, current challenges remain on its use during investigative stages and on the overall assessment of the value of the evidence beyond the source level to the activity framework.

   The application of more comprehensive interpretation models is currently limited due to: a) the need to increase and maintain databases, b) gaps of information regarding the mechanisms of transfer and persistence of glass, and c) lack of studies on the random occurrence of glass in U.S. populations. Although some efforts have been conducted with regards to databases and persistence of glass, there are no studies that report baseline data of traces of glass in the United States. In the absence of local data regarding the prevalence of glass fragments on the general public—relative to those involved in an alleged event—the use of glass in our courts would not be used to its full potential.

   This research can result in a new standard for the interpretation of glass evidence.

2. Are you aware of any ongoing research that may address this research need that has not yet been published (e.g., research presented in conference proceedings, studies that you or a colleague have participated in but have yet to be published)?

   There is an ongoing interlaboratory study focused on the interpretation of glass evidence.


22. Robertson B, Vignaux GA, Berger CEH. Interpreting Evidence: Evaluating Forensic Science in the

4. Review the annual operational/research needs published by the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) at https://nij.ojp.gov/topics/articles/forensic-science-research-and-development-technology-working-group-operational#latest? Is your research need identified by NIJ?

Yes, this research relates to two NIJ research needs: “Construction of new and updating of existing databases with properties of manufactured materials” and Practical statistical approaches for the interpretation of forensic evidence.”

5. In what ways would the research results improve current laboratory capabilities?

Glass background surveys have been conducted only outside the U.S., and the existing literature suggests several geographical and socioeconomic factors influence the conclusions that can be inferred from the studies. At the moment, most U.S. crime laboratories limit the use of glass evidence to the comparison of known and questioned glass fragments to make inferences at the source level. Research studies that generate data on background occurrence of glass on U.S. populations and that evaluate factors that could influence the transfer and persistence of glass will offer the criminal justice a valuable body of knowledge and provide a broader contribution to investigative efforts and a more comprehensive assessment of the evidential value of glass in court.

6. In what ways would the research results improve understanding of the scientific basis for the subcommittee(s)?

At the subcommittee level, this type of research would provide additional support to the interpretation and report writing guidelines that are being developed for glass evidence and trace materials in general.

7. In what ways would the research results improve services to the criminal justice system?

Having new foundations of activity factors and baseline occurrence of glass would provide investigators, forensic examiners, defense and prosecutors, judges and jury with tools for a more overarching use of glass to assist in the judicial process.
8. Status assessment (I, II, III, or IV):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Major gap in current knowledge</th>
<th>Minor gap in current knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No or limited current research is being conducted</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing current research is being conducted</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This research need has been identified by one or more subcommittees of OSAC and is being provided as an informational resource to the community.